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AUSTRIAN-SINGAPOREAN SCIENCE & BUSINESS DAY 2016, 
VIENNA 
29 – 30 September 2016 
 
The Second Austrian – Singaporean Science and Business Day took place from 29 to 30 September 2016 
in Vienna on the occasion of the 50 year anniversary of Austrian-Singaporean relations and was jointly 
organized by the Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy, the Austrian Research Promotion 
Agency and the Singaporean Agency for Science, Technology and Research.  
 
The first introductory day comprised a dense site visit program in the field of life sciences, where a ten-
person delegation visited distinguished research institutes in Vienna. A reception at the Federal Ministry 
for Europe, Integration and Foreign Affairs closed this day in a delightful manner: The VioArtQuartet from 
the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz with singers from Singapore performed the premiere of 
“Kassation in m” by Americ GOH in front of 70 guests from politics, business and science.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                  
 
 
 

Director General Barbara Weitgruber, Ambassador Soo Kok Leng, State Secretary Harald Mahrer, 
Senior Minister of State Josephine Teo, A*STAR Managing Director Raj Thampuran and FFG Managing 
Director Henrietta Egerth (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 
 
The second day, the official science and business day, offered 40 high level speakers, interesting 
discussions and intense exchange of ideas among altogether 112 participants from Austria and 
Singapore. During 3 plenary sessions and 3 parallel workshops different views were shared, knowledge 
was exchanged and interesting discussions were held.  
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OPENING REMARKS 
 
 
Mr. Harald MAHRER, State Secretary, Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy 

 

State Secretary Harald Mahrer  
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

In his opening speech, State Secretary Dr. Harald Mahrer emphasized that nowadays technologies are 
changing very fast. He stated: “Technology is one of the most reliable, persistent and underestimated 
drivers of future change. Therefore a Technology Futures Map

1
 was formulated. This map offers a 

detailed look at potential technological advances in six key areas, chosen for their likelihood for significant 
disruptive potential for work, life, firms and policy over the next 15 years.” Due to the fast changes taking 
place, the key to succession is increased international collaboration and building the best research 
capacities around the world.  

He carried on by addressing the excellent programs that were started in 2015. One of these programs is 
the Global Incubator Network (GIN), which is the central point of contact for start-ups, investors and 
incubators that are interested in the Austrian and European markets respectively. With the great expertise 
available in the Austrian start-up ecosystem, GIN can offer services tailored to individual needs and 
wishes. 

Due to its flourishing start-up scene, Singapore is of special interest to Austria. As an innovation-hot-spot 
and because of Asia´s important future role, Austria is honored to have Singapore as a strong partner at 
its side. 

Another supporting pillar is the Open Innovation Strategy, which was adopted by the Austrian government 
in 2016. The strategy focuses on a greater incorporation of citizens and end-users of innovation and will 
also result in the opening of business networks. Thus, the aim is to increase Austria’s competitiveness 
significantly by targeted and strategic use of open innovation with a special focus on digital innovation. 

Through increased ties and international cooperation Austria can also move closer to its goal as 
innovation leader in Europe. 

 

                                                           
1
 For further information please visit:  http://www.forschungsatlas.at/emerging-technologies ; research was 

commissioned by Policy Horizon Canada  

http://www.forschungsatlas.at/emerging-technologies
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Ms. Josephine TEO, Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs Singapore 

 
 

 
                                                                                  

Senior Minister of State Josephine Teo 

Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 

Senior Minister of State Josephine Teo highlighted the 50
th
 anniversary of bilateral relations between 

Austria and Singapore.  

As one of the connective elements she pointed out the small size and the young history of both countries. 

There are plenty of common interests, such as in the fields of economy, innovation, science and research. 

In order to keep both industries vibrant, she stated that it is necessary to work hard and to strengthen 

collaboration between Austria and Singapore to help both communities adapt to the future.  

Ms. Josephine Teo showed herself impressed by the line-up of the Science and Business Day 2016, since 

the program covered important aspects from science, innovation and business. She said: “Innovation is 

key to face upcoming challenges.” The closer exchange of collaboration between Singapore and Austria 

started when Ms. Henrietta Egerth (FFG) stayed in Singapore for half a year in 2014/15. Furthermore Ms. 

Teo illustrated the intensified relations with a study visit of a 30 member Singaporean delegation, which 

came to Austria in May 2016 to learn about “mass engineered timber construction”. 

Singapore is a bridge to Asia and the gateway to the ASEAN region with an immense untapped potential. 

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which promotes intergovernmental cooperation 

and facilitates economic integration amongst its ten member states, has a population of 2,600 million 

people. In addition, Singapore is a founding member of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), 

which is a forum for countries to promote free trade throughout the Asia-Pacific region.   

Currently 850 Austrians are living and 100 Austrian companies are working in Singapore. Ms. Teo 

expressed her hope that the numbers of Austrians in Singapore will grow throughout the course of the EU 

trade agreement in the future and expressed her delight about State Secretary Mahrer´s promise to visit 

Singapore in the near future.  
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KEYNOTES “TWO THRIVING INNOVATION HUBS-SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES” 

 

 

Barbara Weitgruber, Helga Nowotny, Raj Thampuran, Tim White, Johannes Fröhlich, Rainer Blatt (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 

Moderator: Ms. Barbara WEITGRUBER | Director General, Austrian Federal Ministry of Science,   

Research and Economy   

Participants:  
 

- Ms. Helga NOWOTNY| Austrian Council for Research and Technology Development 

- Mr. Raj THAMPURAN | Managing Director, A*STAR, Agency for Science, Technology and 

Research  

- Mr. Tim WHITE | Research Director, President’s Office, Research Strategy Co-ordination Unit, 

NTU – Nanyang Technological University 

- Mr. Johannes FRÖHLICH | Universities Austria, Policy Committee on Research 

- Mr. Rainer BLATT | Vice Chairman, Austrian Science Board 

 

According to Helga Nowotny the spirit of Austria and that of Singapore are different, the former based on 

the characteristic that there is no conscious branding for Austria and the latter pursuing a strong promotion 

of the Singaporean S&T activities. The similarity is that both are willing to increase communication of 

goals and benefits of international collaboration.  

 

Raj Thampuran outlined that the Singaporean government´s recognition, that investing in research was 

crucial, lead to the raise of profile of Singaporean companies and universities, which was seen in the 

latest universities´ ranking. A similarity between the two countries is the fact that policy makers of both 

sides are more and more engaged in open innovation activities. According to him deep relations start with 

people. He is going to promote the strengthening of talents by fostering Singaporean students´ visits in 

Austria. 

 

Tim White argued that universities´ rankings matter to a certain extent but do not account for everything. 

70% of students in Singapore come from outside Singapore. International groups and networks have a 

crucial priority, also spending time outside Singapore. This is seen as a difference to the Austrian system. 
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Similarities and big challenges for both countries are ageing population and the measures both countries 

have to take in view of these developments.  

 

Johannes Fröhlich argued that internationalisation of research is the key to the future. Austria is 

prepared with its COMET programme fostering the establishment of competence centres with a research 

program based on economy and science. 

 

According to Rainer Blatt the education system in both countries is similar and the education structure is 

more or less the same if one considers the number of students per number of population. Nevertheless 

Austria needs to catch up with financing universities and in implementing strategic planning. The main 

difference is that the academic reputation is different (with reference to the latest university ranking). 

 

Key messages 

 Long-term political strategies are needed in Austria 

 Watch the rest and invest in the best 

 Tech transfer to be supported between the two countries 

 People are what is most important, meaning talents, and activities concerning exchange programs 
and the early identification of talents 

 Open innovation to be put into practice 

 Austria needs to learn how to motivate students (PhD and post docs)  to go abroad and increase 
experience outside Europe 

 JPIs (Joint Program Initiatives) to opt for involving partners from Singapore 
 
 
Rapporteur: Mr. Hanspeter MIKESA, Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy 
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SESSION 1 “NEW APPROACHES TO INNOVATION SUPPORT AND INTERNATIONAL 

COLLABORATION” 

 
 

 
 
Margit Wogowitsch, Sun Yidan, Chua Chee Kai, Henrietta Egerth, Klement Tockner, Gerhard Volz, Michael Sagmeister, Markus 
Fischer (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 
Moderator: Ms. Margit WOGOWITSCH | Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy   
 
Participants:  
 

- Ms. SUN Yidan |  Centre Director Europe, Singapore Economic Development Board 

- Mr. CHUA Chee Kai | Executive Director, Singapore Centre for 3D Printing, NTU - Nanyang 

Technological University 

- Ms. Henrietta EGERTH |Managing Director, FFG – Austrian Research and Promotion Agency 

- Mr. Klement TOCKNER |President, Austrian Science Fund  

- Mr. Gerhard VOLZ | Deputy Head ERASMUS+ Higher Education, National Agency Erasmus+ 

Education, Austrian Agency for International Cooperation in Education and Research 

- Mr. Bernhard SAGMEISTER | Managing Director, Austria Wirtschaftsservice Gesellschaft mbH 

- Mr. Michael STAMPFER | Managing Director, Vienna Science and Technology Fund 

- Mr. Markus FISCHER | Vienna University of Economics and Business 

 
Session 1 aimed to increase the awareness and understanding of the existing support schemes for 
bilateral research and technological cooperation between Austria and Singapore:  
 

In the first round, the participants dealt with the possibilities and challenges of bilateral support schemes 
for science, research, technology and innovation to promote the Austrian-Singaporean cooperation. 

Mag. Dr. Henrietta Egerth, CEO of the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG), highlighted the 
Austrian concentration on market niches; therefore, Singapore represents an important partner providing 
access to south-east Asian markets. The FFG focuses its activities on increasing bilateral projects with 
Singapore, especially through the “Beyond Europe” program. 

Prof. Dr. Klement Tockner, president of the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) said that despite the fact that 
50% of the FWF´s projects are executed with foreign partner institutions, the cooperation with Singapore 
is currently not as strongly developed as it could be. Prof. Tockner expressed the need for Austria to 
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invest into its “branding and reputation”, which could be best achieved through the promotion of bright 
minds.  

The executive director of the Singaporean Centre for 3D Printing (SC3DP) at the Nanyang Technology 
University, Prof. Dr. Chua Chee Kai, introduced the audience to his institute. The center offers its 
students a program, where they can work 50 % of their time at enterprises and invest the other half into 
their PhD. Additionally, the center offers a summer school with many European participants; Chua pointed 
out that Austrian students can also apply.  

DI Bernhard Sagmeister, Managing Director of the Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH (AWS), highlighted 
the Global Incubator Network as one of the most important initiatives concerning enterprise research in 
Austria. Sagmeister wishes for a quicker development of activities within the framework of the program.  

Managing Director of the Vienna Science and Technology Fund (WWTF), Dr. Michael Stampfer, 
acknowledged the successful development of Singapore over the last 20 years and pointed out the need 
for Vienna to also take more risks. Due to the size of the WWTF no major bilateral programs with 
Singapore are possible; yet, Stampfer points out the need for mobility and cooperation possibilities on all 
levels.  

Sun Yidan, M.Eng., Centre Director at the Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB), responsible 
for the Europe Directorate, introduced EDB´s “Dual Study Program” or the “Industrial PhD Program”. Ms. 
Sun attested the value of cooperation between research and development institutions and enterprises 
internationally. 

Mag. Gerhard Volz, Deputy Head ERASMUS+ Higher Education, National Agency Erasmus+ Education, 
outlined the new Erasmus+ International Mobility scheme, which was established in its present form in 
2015. The scheme aims at enhancing cooperation between universities in program countries (Europe-33) 
and partner countries worldwide through academic mobility on a bilateral level. Support is given on grant 
basis for student exchange as well as for teaching staff and for administrative staff. Mobility flows can be 
supported in either direction. 

As a student of the Vienna University of Economics and Business and a former student of the National 
University of Singapore (NUS), Markus Fischer has gained insight into both educational systems. He saw 
his exchange as an enrichment in terms of intercultural competences, languages and resulting 
possibilities. 

 

In the second round, the participants addressed the strengths of research in Austria and Singapore, and 
afterwards they discussed the possibilities of intensifying the mutual visibility of research, technology and 
innovation and their attractiveness, especially with young researchers. 

Mag. Dr. Henrietta Egerth emphasized that Austria’s strengths often go astray (i.e. through rankings) and 
need to be better communicated. That is why she suggested intensifying communication on a personal 
level and increasing people-2-people exchange. 

Prof. Dr. Chua Chee Kai sees Singapore’s strengths in the competences available and the financial 
means of enterprises. Additionally, he recommended using the scheme for “visiting professors”, which is 
open to Austrians as well. 

DI Bernhard Sagmeister identified the strong role of start-ups in Austria; according to the Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Austria is number one concerning the funding of start-ups. This might be 
due to the role Austria’s market has as a test subject for the EU and due to the diverse funding models. 

Prof. Dr. Klement Tockner asserted that the FWF is focusing on the visibility of Austrian research 

worldwide; the FWF uses international, bilateral cooperation in order to highlight Austria’s research scene.  

Mag. Gerhard Volz, explained that the National Agency Erasmus+ is trying to liaise with local partners 

overseas on site in order to advertise ERASMUS+ and to promote Austria. 
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The Managing Director of the Vienna Science and Technology Fund (WWTF), Dr. Michael Stampfer, 
indicates that medicine, biotechnology, mathematics and smart cities are important research fields of 
Vienna, and especially in the smart city-strategy Vienna and Singapore have to deal with similar 
challenges. 

Afterwards, MMag. Dr. Margit Wogowitsch summarized session 1 and highlighted the areas of 
medicine/health, smart/green cities, advanced manufacturing, life sciences and 3-D printing as potential 
cooperation fields between Austria and Singapore.  

 

Key messages 

 Tools: they exist already in manifold forms; it is a question of combining them meaningfully so that 
they complement each other; in this way optimizing the effects and maximizing opportunities 

 Marketing of the existing tools to make them known to achieve the above mentioned effects  

 Better communication of research strengths 

 Increasing mobility  

 Supporting excellence 

 Austria as a test market for Singapore 

 Austria is the “door to the European market” and Singapore is the “door to the South-East Asian 
market” (ASEAN region) 

 
 

Rapporteur: Mr. Stephan NEUHÄUSER, Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy   
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SESSION 2 “SCIENCE & BUSINESS SUCCESS STORIES” 

 

 
 
Rafael Rasinger, Lim Tit Meng, Michael Badic, Michaela Fritz, Russel Gruen, Martin Lloyd Hibberd, Rainer Zenz, Tilmann Kluge, 
Wee Ser (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 
Moderator: Mr. Rafael RASINGER | Austrian Economic Chamber 
 
Participants:  
 

- Mr. Markus GERSCHBERGER | Professor for Supply Chain Management, University of Applied 

Arts Steyr & Mr. Robert DE SOUZA | Executive Director, The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific, 

NUS – National University of Singapore 

- Ms. Michaela FRITZ | Vice Rector for Research and Innovation, Medical University Vienna  &  

Mr. Russel GRUEN | Director, Institute of Technology in Health and Medicine, NTU - Nanyang 

Technological University  

- Mr. Michael BADIC | Senior Director, Ars Electronica Center & Mr. LIM Tit Meng | Director, 

Science Center Singapore 

- Mr. Tilmann KLUGE | Biosignal Processing, AIT - Austrian Institute of Technology  & Mr. WEE 

Ser | Program Director, NTU-AIT-MUV Program of Advanced Biomedical Imaging (NAM), 

Program Director, Medical Imaging and Signal Analysis Programme, NTU - Nanyang 

Technological University & Mr. Russel GRUEN  

- Mr. Rainer ZENZ | Director Pediatrics, University Hospital Graz & Mr. Martin Lloyd HIBBERD | 

Director, Genome Institute of Singapore  

 
 
The aim of this panel was to highlight bilateral success stories in science and business as well as 
presenting feasible measures. Five Austrian – Singaporean partnerships shared the secrets of their 
successful cooperation.  
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1) Cooperation between the University of Applied Sciences Steyr & the National University of 
Singapore 

 

 Marcus Gerschberger, Professor for Supply Chain Management at the University of Applied 
Sciences Steyr, and Robert de Souza, Executive Director of the Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific 
at the National University of Singapore, wrapped up their cooperation, which was established in 
2009 and got serious at the first Austrian-Singaporean Science and Business Day in 2015; their 
cooperation is based on three areas of cooperation, those are:  

o Education: joint student exchange program – in 2017 3 Austrian students will be studying 
in Singapore;  Summer School – 25 Singaporean students come to Steyr every year to 
conduct case studies 

o Research projects: kicked off and finalized projects (health care supply chain research – 
40% completed; transfer of a smart box concept and see if it is applicable in Singapore – 
50% completed; e-commerce project dealing with material flows from China to Austria – 
finished; risk management project for Semperit) and  

o High number of outreach activities (joint workshops in the USA, Asia, Europe, guest 
speakers). 

 
Success factors 

 Make friends first, then be business partners - personal relationships matter 

 Decision making hierarchy needs to be respected 

 Find partners with clear strategies 

 Identify common interests 

 Activities have to be well planned  

 Complementary skills – accept what the partner does & do not interfere 
 
 
 
2)  NTU-AIT-MUV Program in Advanced Biomedical Imaging 
 
Russel Gruen, Director of the Institute of Technology in Health and Medicine at the Nanyang 
Technological University, and Michaela Fritz, Vice Rector for Research and Innovation at the Medical 
University of Vienna, described their way from exciting exchanges to productive partnerships: They started 
with a joint proposal writing (2 pager), followed by matching the right people, ending up in 10 concrete 
project proposals with 6 awards for the inaugural round (S$1.8 million in seed funding was awarded).  
 
Success factors 

 Exchange of ideas 

 Keep it simple: 2 page proposals for first ideas 

 Finding partners: matchmaking of researchers 
 

 
3) Online Analysis Service for Neurological Data. Cooperation project between NTU-AIT-MUV 
 
Tillman Kluge, researcher in the field of Biosignal Processing at the Austrian Institute of Technology, and 
Ser Wee, Nanyang Technological University, introduced via the Beyond Europe support scheme recently 
funded  NTU-AIT-MUV cooperation project. The project tackles many challenges, like data analysis, 
different data formats, data privacy and protection, proprietary analysis systems as well as a lot of different 
regulations. The kick-off will be held in November 2016.  
 
Success factors 

 Define common research goals 

 Share complementary expertise 

 Good chemistry among the cooperation partners 
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4) Cooperation between ARS ELECTRONICA and Science Centre Singapore  
 
Lim Tit Meng, Director of the Science Centre Singapore, and Michael Badic, Senior Director at the Ars 
Electronica Center Linz, summarized their main and common impetus as follows: curiosity in science and 
technology. Both noted that partnerships are important to ensure success. It is their common goal that 
society sees Science centers through the “lens of culture”. Science museums reflect the change in society 
and provide a closer understanding of science and its impact.  
 
Success factors 

 Alignment of common missions – to communicate science and technology to people 

 Complementarity – combine arts and science 

 Increase openness – take all opportunities and reach out to new audiences, especially young 
people and enlarge audiences 

 Create networks  

 Share ideas 
 

 
5) Cooperation between the Genome Institute of Singapore and the Medical University of Graz 

 

Martin Hibberd, Director of the Singaporean Genome Insitute, and Rainer Zenz, Director of Pediatrics at 
the University Hospital in Graz, discussed the mutual genetic investigation of patients with severe 
infectious diseases and their work on the European Genetics Study of Tick Borne Encephalitis.  

Success factors 

- Find scientific excellence first & find a partner, who shares the same science need 
- Benefit from your partner´s strength 

 
 
Rapporteur: Ms. Elli STEPANOVIC, FFG – Austrian Research and Promotion Agency 
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LUNCHBREAK: PERFORMANCE OF ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC 
 

 
 
Alois Sontacchi, Matthias Frank, Elisabeth Freismuth, Franz Zotter 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 
Before lunch break three researchers (Ph.D. Matthias Frank, DI Dr. Alois Sontacchi und DI Dr. Franz 
Zotter) from the Institute of Electronic Music and Acoustics 3D-audio research at the University of Music 
and Performing Arts Graz performed electroacoustic music for an interested audience and presented their 
work as well as their research activities. Research and development include the areas of Artistic 
Research, Signal Processing and Acoustics as well as Computer Music. Rector Dr. Elisabeth Freismuth 
introduced the subject to the audience.  
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THEMATIC PANELS/WORKSHOPS 

 

 

PANEL 1: ENTREPRENEURS FEATURED BY GLOBAL INCUBATOR NETWORK 

 
 
Stefan Riegler, Bernhard Weber, Prakash Somosundram, Christian Pegritz, Herbert Schiffbänker, Shirley Wong, Georg Kuttner 
(f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 
The goal of this session was to underline the two different ecosystems for start-ups, i.e. requirements, 
challenges, benefits and funding for start-ups in Austria and Singapore.  
 
Moderator: Mr. Stefan RIEGLER | Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy   
 
Participants:  
 

- Mr. Bernhard WEBER | Managing Director, Center for Knowledge and Innovation Transfer, 
University of Graz 

- Mr. Prakash SOMOSUNDRAM | Vice-Chairman,  ACE - Action Community for Entrepreneurship 
- Mr. Christian PEGRITZ | Senior Director for Governmental & Industrial Affairs, Frequentis 
- Mr. Herbert SCHIFFBÄNKER | Director, Business Development Powertrain Engineering, AVL 

List GmbH 
- Ms. Shirley WONG | Chairman, SiTF – Singapore infocomm Technology Federation 
- Mr. Georg KUTTNER | Managing Partner, Startup Live GmbH 

  
Key messages 

 The 5 year program “Smart Nation” is one of the driving forces for innovation in Singapore these 

days. Through this initiative a lot of digital innovation is being supported and start-ups are founded 

and financed. 

 Austria is one of the globalized countries (4
th
 place) following the “KOF Globalization Index”. 

Austria has to use this position and potential to strengthen innovation and start-ups as drivers of 

innovation. 

 Singapore is a launch pad to the ASEAN market, especially for innovative start-ups and the 

internationalization approaches of innovative companies. 
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 The prior initialized start-up package is a first step to further develop the Austrian start-up 

ecosystem on an international level, but the Austrian entrepreneurs have to think and act 

internationally soon. 

 A fruitful and innovation-based cooperation between both start-up ecosystems can lead to a win-

win situation for both industries. 

 

Rapporteur: Mr. Jürgen RATTENBERGER, FFG – Austrian Research and Promotion Agency 
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PANEL 2: ART AT THE INTERFACE OF INNOVATION IN THE 21ST
 CENTURY 

 

 

Elisabeth Freismuth, Erwin Viray, Gerald Bast, Michael Badic, Lim Tit Meng (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 

This session aimed at presenting strategies and instruments that support arts- and design-driven 
innovation as well as societal challenges, business examples and platforms focusing on art-and design-
driven innovation in creating new products, reaching out to new markets and supporting social innovation.  
 

Moderator: Ms. Elisabeth FREISMUTH | Rector, University of Music and Performing Arts Graz 
 
Participants:  

- Mr. Gerald BAST | Rector, University of Applied Arts Vienna 

- Mr. Erwin VIRAY | Head of Pillar for Architecture and Sustainable Design, Singapore University 

of Technology and Design  

- Mr. Michael BADIC | Senior Director, Ars Electronica Center  

- Mr. LIM Tit Meng | Director, Science Center Singapore 

 

Dr. Gerald Bast, rector of the University for Applied Arts Vienna, opened the Art Panel with his keynote 

lecture “Art/Design/Creativity/Innovation for the 21
st
 century”. He highlighted the (often overlooked) 

interdependence of innovation, technology and art: technology itself does not often change exceedingly, 

but instead the modified design and art features bring about the air of an innovation. Nonetheless, art and 

science belong to each other like sisters and they will also define what the unimaginable future and its 

culture will look like. 

Afterwards, Dr. Elisabeth Freismuth, rector of the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz, guided 

the panel discussion with three more participants. 

The panelists discussed the relations between culture, art, innovation and market as well as the 

importance of art and creativity as an economic factor. 

 

 

 

Key messages 
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- Senior director at the Ars Electronica Center (ARC), Mr. Gerald Badics, explained that also big 

companies and the market have picked up on the relationship between art and innovation – the 

artistic touch is essential to create any type of product with a high innovative character. 

 

- Prof. Dr. Erwin Viray, Head of Pillar for Architecture and Sustainable Design at the Singapore 

University of Technology and Design, emphasized that innovation can only be created through the 

interaction of different scientific disciplines also. Throughout his cooperation with the ARC, he also 

noticed “the way of art thinking”, which was developed and is embraced by the ARC. 

 

- Similarly to the other panelists, Prof. Dr. Lim Tit Meng, Director at the Science Center Singapore, 

identified the Science Centre Singapore not as an isolated institution: instead they aim for it to be 

a place people can engage with. In this way, the goal is to redefine the dialogue and how to 

communicate science. 

 

- Finally, Dr. Bast pointed out that we created enormous towers of knowledge, however, because 

of the focus on specialization there are no bridges between those towers. Yet, groundbreaking 

innovation can only happen on those bridges, on the edge of disciplines. 

 

Rapporteur: Ms. Katrin BARETSCHNEIDER, Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy   
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PANEL 3: EXCELLENCE IN SCIENCE AND RESEARCH IN THE 21ST
 CENTURY 

 

 

Helga Nowotny, Stefan Thurner, Stephen Lansing, Johannes Fröhlich, Keywan Riahi, Han Weiping, John Wang (f.l.t.r.)  
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 

The goal of this session was to provide guidelines to individual researchers and research teams on how 
policy makers and funding bodies define and support frontier research in the global context. Main issues 
to be discussed in this session were the societal challenges of our century and how science can/should 
respond to these challenges in a collaborative and multidisciplinary way.  
 
Moderator: Ms. Helga NOWOTNY | Chair, ERA-Council Forum Austria 
 
Participants:  

- Mr. Timothy SAUNDERS | Principal Investigator, Mechanobiology Institute 

- Mr. Stefan THURNER | President, Complexity Science Hub Vienna  

- Mr. J. Stephen LANSING | Co-Director, Complexity Institute, NTU - Nanyang Technological 

University  

Mr. Johannes FRÖHLICH | Vice-Rector for Research and Innovation, Technical University 

Vienna & Research Forum - Universities Austria  
- Mr. Keywan RIAHI | Program Director of the Energy Program, IIASA – International Institute for 

Applied Systems Analysis 

- Mr. HAN Weiping | Deputy Director, Singapore Bioimaging Consortium, A*STAR 

- Mr. John WANG | Professor, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, NUS – National 

University of Singapore 

 
Key messages 

- Excellent science is a multidimensional concept; the panel discussion highlighted several key 

dimensions and challenges concerning the meaning of „excellent science“  

- In his keynote speech Timothy Saunders (Mechanobiology Institute) focused in particular on the 

perspective of young researchers. It was emphasized that excellence is achieved by providing 

long-term resources for carrying out ambitious, complex research goals, for high risk research 

with potentially high impact. Professor Saunders emphasized that failure must be allowed. 

- Young researchers have a consistent record of achieving research, but they need mentors to 

guide them 
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Further topics addressed 

- There are some contradictions to master: if you attack a problem directly, you may not be 
successful in solving it, so the element of serendipity is important. But you also have to recognize 
the significance of your finding. So we need an idea of the real world problems we want to solve 

- Excellent research needs a long term vision, as researchers cannot predict the specific results 
they will obtain 

- Research should not be split from education 

- Students need to be embedded in research teams early on, to provide them with role models  

- Interdisciplinarity: scientists are needed that can speak more than one „scientific language“. The 
collaboration of different teams with converging scientific interests is important to solve societal 
challenges 

- Research on major challenges needs political backing 

 

Rapporteur: Ms. Ylva HUBER, FFG – Austrian Research and Promotion Agency 
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SIGNING CEREMONY & MUSIC   

 
The following institutions signed bilateral agreements in the framework of the Science and Business Day: 

 
The Action Community for Entrepreneurship and 
the Global Incubator Network represented by the 
Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH and the Austrian 
Research and Promotion Agency signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding on promoting 
innovative start-ups.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prakash Somosundram, Henrietta Egerth, Bernhard Sagmeister (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 

 
The Singapore Infocomm Technology Federation 
and the Global Incubator Network represented by 
the Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH and the 
Austrian Research and Promotion Agency signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding on promoting 
innovative start-ups.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Shirley Wong, Henrietta Egerth, Bernhard Sagmeister (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 
 
Through their cooperation the sides will make efforts to strengthen direct contacts between Austrian and 
Singaporean start-ups, incubators, early-stage investors like Business Angels and VC-Funds, start-up-
promotion agencies and spin-off-centers, enhance an exchange of experience and know-how and ease 
the internationalization efforts of start-ups.  
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Robert de Souza, Franz Staberhofer (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 
 

 
Furthermore, the National University of Singapore 
acting through its Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific 
and the University of Applied Sciences Upper 
Austria acting through its Logistikum presented 
their signed Memorandum of Understanding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

This Memorandum lays the foundation for all future joint activities. These activities include student and 
staff exchange, joint research projects and proposals as well as joint industry outreach activities. A 
summer school in Steyr for NUS students organized by the Logistikum staff and the establishment of an 
elite member club for Austrian and Singaporean logistics companies in Singapore are the next steps. 

 
 

 
The VioArt Quartett from the University of Music and 
Performing Arts Graz as well as two Singaporean 
singers enriched and highlighted the signing 
ceremony with their performance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peixin Lee, Tung Lee, Volodymyr Shchur, Olga Baranova, Gayane  
Mirzoyan, Nataliya Vaida (f.l.t.r.) 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

   
Ambassador Soo Kok Leng                                                                Director General Barbara Weitgruber 
Picture credit: Marcos Aray 
 

Ambassador Soo Kok Leng and Director General Barbara Weitgruber expressed their appreciation to the 
presenters and chairs of all the sessions and panels. Both thanked the speakers for their valuable 
contribution as well as for sharing their ideas and expertise and the participants for their presence.  

Director General Weitgruber highlighted that much has been accomplished at the 2
nd

 Austrian-
Singaporean Science and Business Day: existing fields of mutual interest were identified that can be 
tapped on for further cooperation like the Global Incubator Network, the Arts, and excellence in science 
and research. To further support bilateral international collaboration a document will be compiled by the 
Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy and the Austrian Research Promotion Agency, which 
will provide an overview of all the existing tools, support schemes and programs outlined during the 
sessions and panels in order to ensure that concrete follow up activities can be promoted. 

In the evening a networking reception hosted by the Austrian Council for Research and Technology 
Development was held at the event hall “TU the Sky”.   
 

 

 


